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How to Identify a Fontaine fifth wheel

Model number location
Look for the model number on a tag located on the front band
of the top plate.
For recommended maintenance and parts identification you
must determine which top plate you have. Apply the Model
Number from front tag to the Part Number Identification Guide
shown below:

SL7LWB675012
Release
SL = Side left
SR = Side right
AA = Air actuated
BL = Blocked left1
AL = Auto-lube left
SLE = Electronic lock
		 indicator left2
SLL = Manual lock 2		
		 indicator left
1
7000
2

& H5092 model only
7000 model only

Top plate model
7 = No-Slack® II 7000
C = 7000CC Clean
		Connect
4 = Ultra LT
6 = No-Slack® II 6000
H = No-Slack® H5092
NT = No-Slack® II NT

Mounting Bracket model
LWB = Light weight
			 slide bracket
LWO = Light weight
			 outboard slide
AWB = Air slide 		
			 bracket
APB = Adjustable 		
			 plate mount
BSM = Stationary 		
			 bracket mount
ATB = Air slide 		
			 bracket
PMA = Adjustable 		
			 plate mount
PS4 = Stationary short
			 plate mount
PS5 = Stationary short
			 plate mount

Mounting height
6750 = 6-3/4"
Actual height from
truck frame to top
of fifth wheel.
Examples:
7125 = 7-1/8"
7250 = 7-1/4"
8375 = 8-3/8"
9750 = 9-3/4"

Slide travel
12 = 12" slide
Sliding fifth
wheels only.
Examples:
12 = 12" slide
24 = 24" slide
36 = 36" slide
48 = 48" slide

If you cannot find the model number, look for the serial number (always nine digits) stamped into the right side of
the fifth wheel (see below) and call 800-874-9780 and someone will be able to tell you the model number.
Serial number engraved directly into the right
side of fifth wheel skirt. Note: position 5 and 6 of
the serial number indicates the year built. Serial
number is always 9 digits.

No-Slack® II right side view
serial number location
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